This paper describes a method of variable beam size inference for Recurrent Neural Network Grammar (RNNG) by drawing inspiration from sequential Monte-Carlo methods such as particle filtering.
Introduction
The paper provides a preliminary investigation of how the improvements in natural language parsing techniques can be used for modelling brain activity during online sentence comprehension. Specifically, we focus on the RNNG generative parsing framework (Dyer et al., 2016) , that allows us to extract information-theoretic measures that are relevant for cognitive studies such as surprisal or entropy (Hale, 2016) . RNNG is essentially a generative parsing framework but it is not straightforward to design a onestep generative parser. Dyer et al. (2016) achieves generative parsing with RNNG in two steps: by reranking a discriminative parser. Stern et al. (2017) points out that the main difficulty comes from lexical biases using naive beam search. They propose new methods for modifying a classical wordsynchronized beam search for avoiding the lexical bias problem.
The paper presents a substantially different search method for parsing in one-step with a neural generative parser, proposing a method inspired by sequential Monte-Carlo sampling and particle filtering (Doucet and Johansen, 2011; Buys and Blunsom, 2015) .
Crucially, the proposed method is naturally not sensitive to problems of lexical biases faced by standard beam search. As a result, the parser is framed as generative and strictly incremental (without lookahead) while remaining quite accurate and generally more efficient than a more traditional beam search method. Not only, the proposed search method is a variable-beam search method, but as such, it naturally provides an additional method to measure the activity required to make the parser progress incrementally and wordby-word that can, in principle, be used for cognitive modelling purposes.
Taking advantage of our search method properties, we introduce new parsing complexity measures such as beam-size and beam-activity, adding to the well known entropy or surprisal that are already provided by the generative model. Finally, we evaluate the potential cognitive relevance of such measures for analyzing neuro-imaging data. Instantiating syntactic processing in terms of parser's analyses has already highlighted the language brain network to a large extent in the neuroimaging literature, we therefore expect that the goodness of fit of our parsing model with fMRI signal can be taken as an index of cognitive relevance. In other words, we aim at using our parsers' beam activity as a proxy modelling the kind of processes that might take place during online sentence comprehension, and thus investigate the potential cross-fertilization between computational solutions and cognitive-neuro imaging approaches to human parsing. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first describes an in-order variant of RNNG that is used as underlying formal framework supporting our experiments. It describes the variable beam search method inspired by particle filtering and finally introduces metrics quantifying online parsing process. Section 3 provides empirical measures and quantifies the behaviour of the parser and of the proposed search method. Section 4 describes the relationship between the parsing model and the analysis of neuro-imaging data, section 5 presents the results.
2 RNNG and language modelling 2.1 In-order RNNG We use an in-order variant of RNNG (Liu and Zhang, 2017; Kuncoro et al., 2017) where the set of transitions echoes the one of a left-corner parser. A configuration is a triple S, B, n where S is a stack, B is a buffer and n a counter of open brackets.
Each Open action is parametrized by a nonterminal symbol, thus there are as many nonterminals in the set A of actions as there are nonterminal symbols. As the parser is generative, there are as many generate actions as there are words x in the vocabulary X. Note however that we constrain the generate action to be the words x 1 . . . x n of the actual sentence to parse. Observe also that the set of actions differs from the standard top down formulation of RNNG (Dyer et al., 2016) and from the inorder transition system of (Liu and Zhang, 2017) only because of the definition of the Open action: our formulation pops from the stack the left corner constituent S 0 and pushes back on the stack the predicted category •N before S 0 . That is, during parsing, the stack keeps the same internal structure as in the top down version (Dyer et al., 2016) but the tree traversal is different.
A derivation (x, y) = a 1 . . . a m of an RNNG is a sequence of actions a 1 . . . a m . The weight of a derivation of length m is defined as
At each inference step the parser has to score the set of actions. The neural model seeks to assign a probability distribution p to the set A of actions given the parsing context:
The parsing context h is itself encoded by a stack-LSTM (Dyer et al., 2016) :
where each e i is either a word e W i , a nonterminal e N i , or a tree embedding e T i . Word representations are pushed on the stack-LSTM by the generate action and are the concatenation of a word embedding w and an embedding of the word's characters c 1 . . . c n :
Nonterminal e N i and tree embeddings e T i are computed using the same methods as in (Dyer et al., 2016) .
As p encodes the conditional distribution P (a i |a 1 . . . a i−1 ), the network is trained on treebank data of N sentences to maximize the log likelihood:
log P (a j |a 1 . . . a j−1 )
Variable beam-size inference
Problem with naive beam search RNNG is initially formalized as a two stage parsing process (Dyer et al., 2016) : first a discriminative model with lookahead is run on input sentences and then a generative model without lookahead is used to rerank the best hypotheses.
However direct generative parsing with RNNG is difficult because word generation transitions have significantly lower probabilities than structural transitions, such as open and close transitions. Thus, inside a beam at the same temporal step, these lexical transitions are likely to be pruned. This situation creates a bias towards parsing with additional spurious structure.
Some solutions already described in Stern et al. (2017) and Hale et al. (2018) manage to deal with this problem for direct generative parsing but this solution still requires to use rather large beams to yield accurate results, hence entailing significant computational overhead in time.
Among the alternative ways to solve the issue, the two stage architecture (Dyer et al., 2016) is not an option in our case because it relies on a discriminative model with lookahead that would break the strict incrementality property that we want to preserve for the cognitive perspective. Furthermore, in our scientific context, we have to study two inference problems: (1) the usual search for a best parse that is required for assessing the model accuracy with known metrics, and (2) for the purpose of fMRI modelling, we also have to compute the marginal probabilities required to compute the probabilities relevant for language modelling.
Proposed solution We therefore study another solution to this problem that is inspired by Sequential importance sampling methods (Doucet and Johansen, 2011; Buys and Blunsom, 2015) and that can be interpreted as a variable beam search strategy where the search method carefully avoids to compare apples and oranges within the same beam. Specifically, the method ensures that comparisons between derivations are made only if derivations have an identical number of generated lexical elements. For a sequence of words x = x 1 . . . x i . . . x n , we note x i the prefix x 1 . . . x i and y i = a 1 . . . a k a derivation whose last element generates x i . We let Y(x i ) denote the set of such derivations.
The search method essentially performs itera-tively a move from word x i to its successor x i+1 using the following procedure: given a distribution P (x i , y i ) over derivations at x i , the algorithm samples the distribution P (x i+1 , y i+1 ) with a swarm of particles. This procedure is decomposed in two steps:
Step 1: Sampling. Let (x,y) be a derivation together with its associated number of particles π(x, y), then each of its successors (x,ya) (a ∈ A) gets its particles assigned using the following recurrence 1 :
This step involves expanding the set of derivations. Each derivation (x,y) is expanded iteratively until either the word x i+1 is generated or (x,y) has no more particle (π(x, y) = 0). This procedure is illustrated in Figure 1 . We have to emphasize, however, that contrary to P (a|x, y), the chosen importance distribution P * (a|x, y) locally sums to one. It is indeed defined as:
where A * ⊆ A is a set of allowed actions given (x, y). Using the importance distribution prevents particles to get lost because of deficient probability distributions. Observe that P (a|x, y) does not sum to one because the generative model prevents a subset of actions to be undertaken at any time step. This is crucially the case for lexical actions when parsing: only the next word form given in the input sentence can be generated at any time step while there are lexical actions for generating every word in the vocabulary. This causes P (a|x, y) to be deficient. A connection with importance sampling is established if we define the importance weight of a derivation as:
. We can then observe the relation between the three notions by developing:
Step 2: Reweighting and Filtering. Observe, however, that the recurrence (1) spawns a search tree and that the mass of particles assigned to search branches gets increasingly scattered as the process progresses with further time steps. To counter this effect, we reweight the branches by synchronizing the search process on word generation events. In other words, each derivation (x i+1 , y i+1 ) ∈Ỹ(x i+1 ) that successfully generated the word x i+1 is reweighted by normalizing its importance weight:
We subsequently reassign each derivation with a number of particles π (x i+1 , y i+1 ) proportional to its normalized weight. Let K be the global number of particles available, then we reallocate particles to each derivation as follows:
Derivations without particles are filtered out at this stage (π(x i+1 , y i+1 ) = 0). Figure 2 summarizes the search algorithm with pseudo code. It can be interpreted as an adaptation of particle filtering (Doucet and Johansen, 2011 ) to our generative parsing task.
Marginal probabilities The proposed exploration method of the search space finds a direct application to computing marginal probabilities for sentential prefixes of the form P (x i ). For our purposes, one key interest of the generative parsing model lies in its capacity to compute transition probabilities P (x i |x 1 . . . x i−1 ) informed by the syntactic structures of the sentence. This enables the computation of metrics that have been shown relevant for psycho-linguistic analysis such as surprisal and entropy, among others.
We briefly summarize in the following how this is achieved through the computation of marginal probabilities. We can define the probability of a prefix as:
Thus computing transition probabilities can be simply performed as: The naive computation of marginal probabilities stated in (5) requires to process a set Y(x i ) growing exponentially in size with the length of the input sequence. Such a computation can however be approximated by Monte-Carlo simulation:
This involves sampling derivations y 1 i . . . y K i from P * (x, y), and is justified by observing that the marginalisation of equation (3) actually states an expectation:
which is precisely the one computed by (7). As our exploration method does not directly samples K individual derivations but clusters the K particles on a smaller number of derivations with the recurrence (1). We reformulate (8) not directly as (7) but rather as:
That is we approximate the sum on the full set of parses Y(x i ) by the sum of the set of parses found in the beamỸ(x i ) and sampled with the importance distribution P * (x, y).
Parsing problem Actual parsing is performed by collecting all successful derivations succ(x) found during the search process and by returning the best scoring derivation:
P (x, y)
Measures extracted from the parser
We now define several measures extracted from the parsing process that might be relevant for fMRI modelling. The first is the beam size, that is the size of the beam at word x i and it is directly measured as B = |Ỹ(x i )| Next we define the beam successful activity.
Let the set of transitions of a derivation be: T (y) = T (a 1 . . . a m ) = {(a 1 , a 2 ) . . . (a m−1 , a m )} and the set of transitions S(x i ) = y∈Ỹ(x i ) T (y) be the set of transitions leading successfully to x i .
Then, the beam successful activity at x i is defined as the size of the set of transitions within x i and x i−1 , that is :
Intuitively, the beam successful activity metric measures the amount of nodes depicted in blue in Figure 1 .
A dead-end is a derivation y such that π(y) > 0 and π(ya) = 0 (∀a ∈ A). Let D(x i ) be the set of such dead-ends between x i−1 and x i and the set of transitions D = y∈D(x i ) T (y), then we define the beam unsuccessful activity as:
Intuitively, the beam unsuccessful activity metric measures the amount of nodes depicted in red in Figure 1 . Finally, let A(x i ) = S(x i ) ∪ D(x i ), then we define an overall beam activity at x i to be:
As our model is generative, information theoretic metrics, such as surprisal and entropy, that are crucially dependant of the computation of lexical transition probabilities of the form P (x i |x 1 . . . x i−1 ) can be computed too. Surprisal is a classic complexity measure (Hale, 2016) defined as:
and that is computed with equation (6).
For entropy, let H[Y(x i )] be the entropy of the set of prefix derivations at word i that is defined as:
However in the context of a beam with variable size, these entropy measures cannot be directly compared at different time steps i, i , i . . . because the size of the set Y(x i ) is variable accross time steps. Therefore we use a normalized entropy whose values range in the interval [0, 1]. As the maximum of the entropy measured on a set of n elements is log(n), we use the normalized entropy measure:
To conclude this section, we introduced a search method for generative neural parsing that aims to overcome the problems of lexical biases (Stern et al., 2017 ) by drawing inspiration from particle filtering methods. In section 3 we motivate and study some properties of the method from a computational perspective and we explore in section 5 the potential of the overall beam activity predictors for modelling and analyzing fMRI data (Table 3) .
Computational experiments
We report a few experiments designed to better understand the computational properties of the search method described so far. All the experiments are performed on the Penn-Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994) , using sections 2-21 as training, section 22 as development and section 23 as test.
We preprocess the data for numbers replaced by a unique num token and we replace word occurrences with frequency one by the token unk.
Our development experiments compare our variable-size beam method with more traditional beam search. As standard naive beam search is not appropriate to generative parsing, we directly compare with the word-synchronous beam search method of Stern et al. (2017) , applied to RNNG, with the so-called fast track extension. Our implementation of word synchronous beam search follows closely that of Hale et al. (2018) . We select the settings found in the literature: for a beam of size B = k, a lexical beam of size k/10 and a fast-track of size k/100. By observing the development measures in Table 1, the first thing to note is the lack of accurracy of the vanilla application of our base method, as can be seen on the first line of the Table, when parsing with K = 1000 particles for searching. This base model uses straightforwardly the reweighting step stated in (4). We observed however that the low accurracy of this model is a consequence of a rounding issue when using discretized particle counts. To avoid this problem we used the alternative reweighting scheme:
that avoids this rounding problem and all the other results reported in Table 1 use instead this alternative scheme. From the development set we can also point out that our beam baselines are almost identical to those of Hale et al. (2018) on beams B = 100 and B = 400. Note that the authors managed to reach an F-score of 91.2 on the development with B = 2000. By comparison, our particle method tends to produce high F-scores even with limited K. Although the perplexity of the beam method remains generally lower, as shown in Table 1 . The main difference comes from computation time that we measure with an averaged beam activity metric defined earlier on: as we can see our most expensive model K = 50000 requires to perform less computations than the smallest beam tested. This striking difference can be further explained by comparing the successful and unsuccessful beam activities. Figure 3 plots those activities for models B = 400 and K = 50000. The more traditional beam search spends most of its time performing unsuccessful computations while our method spends most of its time performing successful computations. All these observations have practical consequences: the beam method takes hours to complete the parsing of the Wall Street Journal (wsj, see For the test, we observe again from Table 2 that our search method (K = 50000) gets better Fscore and worse perplexity than the beam method.
The most important observation comes from the comparison between the language model perplexities and parsing perplexities. On a small data set such as the Penn Treebank, the parser has a much better perplexity than traditional 5-grams Interpolated Kneser Ney (IKN5) or vanilla LSTM-LM with a comparable configuration to that of the parser. It is quite clear that state of the art language models outperform the parsing language model by a large margin, at the cost of much larger training sets (Radford et al., 2019) . The perplexities reported as Prince in Table 2 are the perplexities resulting from processing the Little Prince corpus used later in the paper for analyzing neuroimaging data. The table allows to measure the amount of drop in perplexity that can be explained by corpus domain change.
We also compare with parsers without strict incrementality restrictions: Dyer et al. (2016) is an RNNG as a reranker with a discriminative first step (that is with lookahead). Stern et al. (2017) are the results reported with a beam of size 2000 using the generative model described by Choe and Charniak (2016) with a substantially different preprocessing of the data than the one used with RNNG (Hale et al., 2018) . Finally, Kitaev and Klein (2018) is the current state of the art single parser with a discriminative model.
Neuro-imaging and Parsing Models
A number of studies observed a positive correlation between behavioural and psycho-linguistic data like reading times and entropy measures derived from probabilistic parsers' computations (Levy, 2008) . Eye-movements (Demberg and Keller, 2008) and Event-Related Potentials (ERPs, Frank et al. (2015) were recorded during reading performance or sentence completion tasks have allegedly contributed in giving a cognitive dimension to the Surprisal Theory (Levy, 2008) .
Parsers Actions and Neuro-imaging Further empirical proofs of the link between informationtheoretic measures and cognitive processes showed a correlation between the output or internal state of syntactic parsers and cerebral activity. In a seminal work based on a 30 minutes recording from the English text Alice in wonderland, Brennan and colleagues (2012; ) modeled brain activity with a simple word-by-word measure of Node counts, featuring an estimate of the amount syntactic structure analyzed so far, as the number of phrases closed at each word. This computationally assessed phrase-structure building process showed to involve Inferior Frontal Gyrus and Anterior Temporal regions, which was found consistent with earlier studies on sentence structure building (Pallier et al., 2011; Snijders et al., 2009) .
Parsing strategy in Neuro-imaging Other fMRI studies started to use another computationally derived complexity metric to quantify structure-building and processing effort in the brain. The number of rules applied during the parser's computational procedure, between each word of a sentence, was taken to define an incremental index of computational syntactic "work"(e.g. Bhattasali et al. 2019) .
A recent intracranial recording work correlated brain activity with computational metrics from alternative grammar types (e.g. context-free, Minimalist) and different parsing strategies (e.g. left-corner, top-down, bottom-up) (Nelson et al., 2017) . Phrase-structure appeared, like in more traditional approaches (Friederici and Gierhan, 2013; Snijders et al., 2009; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) , as a major determinant of the dynamic profile of brain activity in language areas. Superior temporal and inferior frontal areas provided a good fit of the brain-activity data for bottom-up and leftcorner parsing strategies, in left superior temporal, inferior frontal, dorsal and midline frontal sites.
Based on this set of empirical evidence, showing that syntactic structure-building implicates frontal regions, such as the Pars Triangularis and Pars Opercularis of the Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG-Broca) and anterior temporal areas, neuroimaging signals can be used nowadays to adjudicate between competing parsing mechanisms. The present paper, goes a step further, using the beam internal state in two different Search methods in a generative RNNG architecture, to shed light on the potential benefits of beam-size variation for the cognitive modelling of sentence processing.
fMRI: Method and Results
The analyzed text was the transcribed version of the English audio-book of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry The Little Prince, translated by David Wilkinson and read by Nadine Eckert-Boulet. This text comprises 19,171 tokens and 15,388 words, grouped in 1388 sentences. The imaging data-set analysed in this paper comprises 50
Predictors
Description Overall Beam activity K50000 or B400 word-by-word measure of beam activity ( §2.3) Word rate tagging spoken words on the fMRI signal Word frequency word-by-word log-frequency in movie subtitles RMS amplitude an acoustic correlate of volume every 10ms Table 3 were convolved using SPM's (Friston et al., 2007) canonical HRF (Hemodynamic Response Function). The two neuro-imaging models (i.e. K50000 and B400) also included in the GLM three control variables: Root Mean Square intensity (RMS) an indicator of intensity at every 10 ms of the audio; word rate as a stick function marking the offset of each spoken word; frequency of the individual words in movie subtitles from (Brysbaert and New, 2009) .
Such predictors are here to ensure that conclusions about parsing difficulty would be specific to the processes they instantiate, as opposed to more general aspects of speech perception. Specifically, lexical frequency was added as a covariate of noninterest, to statistically factor out effects of general word frequency (generally used in psycholinguistics), that may correlate with other types of expectations. For every subject, we compute how much the inclusion of each variable of interest (i.e. B400 and K50000) increases the cross-validated r 2 , from a baseline model that does not include them, see Table 3 ). Hence, the r 2 scores represent the variance explained in each voxel by the variable instantiating the two beam-search methods. Group-level statistics To compare the impact of beam-search on fMRI signal explanation (i.e. r 2 increase of each variable) we performed a paired t-test on each individual r 2 map, and obtained Figure 4 showing where one variable explains significantly better the signal than the other (cf. Tab. 4).
Results -Fit with fMRI signal
We performed an r 2 comparison to test which beam search method provided the better fit to the fMRI data recorded during The Little Prince. The two different search methods were tested (K50000 variable beam and B400 fix beam), and B400 was shown to be the best fitting the BOLD signal of these models. Figure 4 (clusters coordinates and statistics, cf. Table 4 ), shows the significance (zscores, p < 0.001 uncorrected) of the difference in r 2 scores with a cluster threshold of 25 voxels. Considering the cluster with a larger extent, we might also have captured some acoustic parameter that was not included in the GLM model, although further analyses showed that adding a prosodic predictor does not have a major impact. Of the two parsers' search methods, the fix beam one had a significant predictive value in well-known language areas, namely temporal areas and sub-parts core frontal regions. Our particle filtering based method is used to maintain the beam and limit its size, while experiments show that the proposed method achieves higher parsing accuracy than a fixed-size beam search baseline, the fixed-size beam search is shown here to be a better model than the proposed method in predicting brain activities. This result could be related to its tendency to keep ambiguities longer along the sentence, and thus model the computational load of a larger spectrum of hypotheses without prun-ing immediately the hypothesis space (cf. Fig. 3 ).
Discussion & Conclusion
The paper investigates the relevance of a sequential Monte-Carlo inspired search method for generative parsing. The proposed search method is in principle very general although we tested its relevance to overcome lexical biases inherent to direct generative parsing for RNNG. We found out that the method's main benefit is an increased processing efficiency. The measures instantiating variable-beam and fixed-beam search were used to quantify the amount of structure-building "work" the parser performs in the course of word-byword processing of a given sentence. Our current neuro-imaging results suggest that the fixed-size beam activity is a better predictor of brain activity than the variable-size beam activity. The original methodology presented in this paper paves the way for further computational work in quantifying parsing complexity and thus fine-grained modelling of human sentence processing.
